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New Zealand 2005 - 2006

This report covers new routes climbed in the Southern Alps during the period Apni
2005 to April2006. Thegrades quoted are 'Mt Cook' alpinegrades andAustralasian
(Ewbank) rock grades.

Darran Mountains
Despite their isolation and high level of rainfall Fiordland's Darran
Mountains are New Zealand's current forcing ground for rock climbing
both alpine multi-pitch (free and aid) and sub-alpine crag climbing. The
rock quality and virtually unlimited quantity of future lines provides an
ample venue for those looking to push their own and New Zealand's
standards. A driven few have made the season just past a productive one,
and now there are even more qualitY routes to tempt the motivated.

One of the areas of activity has been the rock massif of Mt Moir (2072m)
and its outlier peaks the Mates Little Brother and Moir's Mate. Already the
site of a number of high quality lines, the Mate's Little Brother had some
notable progress over the summer. Derek Thatcher and Jonathon Clearwater
returned to a project started the previous summer and between bursts of
rain succeeded in establishing another pitch on a route that cuts straight
through the prominent overlaps of an existing line, Second Coming. Still
unnamed the route has a pitch of 28 (freed by Thatcher), and is so far the
hardest pitch freed 'up-high' in the Darrans. Further right on the same wall
Craig Jefferies and Kester Brown added the five pitch New Jersey Drifter (24,
21, 21, 21, 17). The line was rap-bolted, requires some natural pro and is
apparently of the highest quality. Kester Brown also further investigated,
and climbed some new pitches leading to the prominent roofs on the right
side of the N face of Mt Moir - watch this space.

During a sustained fine spell in late March, Richard Thomson, Richard
Turner and Dave Vass walked into Lake Turner via the Donne Valley and
Taoka Icefall. They developed a cave, discovered on an earlier visit by
Turner, into a good four-person bivvy. Turner's Eyrie, perched on a cliff on
the N flank of Karetai at around 2000m, was named in keeping with many
of the nearby features. They also climbed a new rock route on the superb
red wall that runs between Te Wera and Karetai. Statue Bro? is six pitches,
crux 19, finishing just S of Karetai Col.

Also in late March Mark Watson and Tom Riley fired up their petrol
drill and initiated the development of the NE face of Barrier Knob (1829m)
around the corner from the Labyrinth wall, spending six days establishing
some single and multi-pitch routes, most notably: Quiet Earth (21,21, lOOm),
Sleeping Dogs (22, 50m), Goodbye Pork Pie (23, 50m), and with Allan Dren,
the six-pitch route The Navigator (18).
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Winter was typically quiet but a keen few ventured out. Matt Quirke and
Allan Uren made the fifth ascent, in thin conditions, of White as a Sheet
(300m) in Cirque Creek.

Brit James Edwards teamed up with Gary Kinsey and Andrew Young to
climb a new line on the SE face of Mt Talbot (Psychopath Wall), named
Actions Speak Loudest (4+, 400m). The route tackled a mix of turf, rock and
snow.

Queenstown
Queenstown's Wye Creek became New Zealand's focal point for the sport
mixed climbing movement over the past winter. A number of climbers based
themselves in the Wye valley cirque for periods of time and mixed climbs
up to grade MII were developed. First to fall was an already bolted project
Greypower (M8), by Kester Brown. Some more bolting ensued to provide
three more routes: The Rebirth of Cool (M7), Kester Brown; Pippi's Polish
Circus (M8), Johnny Davison; and the area test piece Northern Exposure
(M11), by Kester Brown (see Frontispiece). These routes point towards a
shift in attitude and opening of horizons with New Zealand mixed climbing
and hopefully the development will continue.

Reminding us that the mixed climbing scene isn't all about bolts, Kester
Brown and Jono Clarke ticked off an old two-pitch project with shaky
protection on the Telecom Tower (Remarkables), naming it The Fastest Indian
(rock crux 20). Also on the Telecom Tower, Andrew Mills and Rupert
Gardiner climbed a new five pitch line at a grade of about 3+.

In the summer Rupert Gardiner, Dave Bolger and Cris Prudden ventured
into the Stoneburn, climbing a five-pitch rock route on an outlier to Stoney
Peak, The Sentinel (17).

Barron Saddle - Mt Brewster Region
It's tempting to call the North Buttress of Mt Hopkins (2678m) one of the
'last great problems' of the Barron Saddle - Mt Brewster Region, but that
would be a bit misleading as it's more the fact that it's isolated and long,
rather than technically hard, that has kept climbers off its heights for so
long. Whatever way you look at it, it presents a strikingly obvious and
compelling rock ridge and it was great to see it finally climbed in January
this year. Paul Hersey and Kynan Bazley took the honours, taking 10 hours
to reach the summit from the valley floor and taking another two days to
walk back out. They graded the route 5+ with rock crux of 17. The twist to
this story is that a month later Guy McKinnon and Steven Fortune also
climbed the route and subsequently returned to Christchurch, believing
they had made the first ascent. Severe disappointment came when
McKinnon eagerly opened the latest issue of The Climber about a week
after their return ...
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161. Johnny Davison at the start of Stealing White Boys, Mt Haidinger
east face headwall. (Marty Beare)

The winter saw a couple of prominent new lines climbed. On Mt Huxley
(2S0Sm) James Edwards and Sam Barron climbed an 800m route on the
W face, spending the night in a hole near the summit. Edwards also teamed
up with Steven Fortune and Paul Warnock for an llOOm route on the SE
face of Mt McKerrow (26S0m). The route is called Fortune Favours the Bold.
In July Paul Hersey and Mat Woods climbed a grade 3 gully route on the S
face of Peak 2200m.
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Aoraki Mount Cook and Westland
The west side of the Divide has been relatively quiet for new routes this
past year, with only two climbs to report. In the summer Allan Dren and
Craig Cardie climbed an obvious and reportedly good quality route to the
right of Moonshine Buttress on Conway Peak (2899m). Sunshine Buttress
follows a direct rock buttress with a grade of 16. In March 2006 Andrew
Rennie and Graham Zimmerman climbed a new route on the SW face of
Mt Matenga (2665m), Franz Josef Neve. Mixed Blood is a mixed route and
went at Grade 4, MS, WI3 (4 pitches). The route is apparently 'short and
sweet' and provided 'some very good, hard and interesting climbing'.

The other side of the Divide has not seen much more going on. In March
2005 Michael Madden and Tshering Pande Bhote (Nepal) climbed a direct
and obvious new line on the S face of Aoraki Mt Cook (3754m). Sherpa
Kiwi is graded 5. In late October Johnny Davison and Marty Beare climbed
the prominent right-hand ice fang on the Mt Haidinger (3070m) E face
headwaU, high above the Tasman Valley. Stealing White Boys is graded 5. A
parallel left-hand line was climbed the previous winter (2004). Just down
the road from Mt Cook Village, three new ice routes were climbed up the
Bush Stream valley by Mal Haskins, Jason Tweedie, Thomas Evans and
Nina Conradi. January 2006 saw Mark Watson and Nico Hudak head into
the Reay valley, east Tasman valley in search of quality red rock. The pair
climbed a prominent stepped buttress Max Johnson (17, 7 pitches) on an
outlier peak (2235m) to Mt Johnson, and later the same day a classic, sharp
arete Tim Fin (15, pitched and simul-climbed).

Canterbury
Showing that there are still plenty of new things to do in the Southern Alps
if you are motivated, Guy McKinnon ventured alone onto the NW face of
Malcolm Peak (2512m), making the fIrst ascent of this 500m greywacke
face (14). Malcolm Peak is on the Main Divide between the Lyell glacier
and the Heim plateau.
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